
SHEOL, HADES, GEHENNA AND TARTARUS? 

In King James Bible, it never mentions about Sheol, Hades, Gehenna and Tartarus. In satanic bibles, you 

can read lots of verses that mentioned “Sheol” and “Hades” as well as it mentioned also in the 

Philippine dialect bibles. 

Why? Satan wants everybody to be ignorant about “hell” and “lake of fire.” Thus, he wanted to erase 

the term “hell” and “lake of fire” to the mind of the people. Don’t you discern that kind of Satan’s 

strategy? I think you’re just after to praise you by the people saying “how great is brother so and so, I 

learn many things from him.” They didn’t discern that Satan is working out in most churches. 

From the verse Rev 20:14 (KJV) it reads “And death and HELL were cast into the lake of fire. This is the 

second death” while in tagalong bible it reads “At ang kamatayan at ang HADES ay ibinulid sa 

dagatdagatang apoy. Ito ang ikalawang kamatayan, sa makatuwid ay ang dagatdagatang apoy.” 

Meaning, the tagalog term for “hell” is “hades.” As far as I know “hades” is a greek term not a TAGALOG 

term. How stupid is that author of tagalog bible. To those who appreciate the author of tagalog bibles 

how stupid are they also. 

It seems like your just professing that you’re intelligent and wise but in reality the King James Bible said 

that you’re a FOOL. (Rom 1:22) It is very clear that Satan wants to hide hell in terms sheol and hades so 

that the people’s mind will be diverted. 

I didn’t seen yet the bible versions that mention about “gehenna” and “tartarus” but you have no rights 

to say “circle the word hell” then write “gehenna” and “circle the word hell” then write “tartarus.” They 

are anticipating that those are the terms in the original according to them. Well in that case show me 

the original! How sure you are that it is the term written in the original? Why, have you seen the 

original? You’re dealing a term in which there’s no evidence. That’s foolishness! As it is written in 1Thess 

5:21 that “prove all things...” You have no rights to revise God’s word. 

In addition, original manuscripts never exist today because there is a tendency that it might be used in 

their religious relics. Just like Moses’ tomb cannot be found as it was mentioned in Deut 34:5&6 same as 

God also eliminated the original manuscripts. 

As far as I know that “sheol” and “hades” means grave. That’s why the Jehovah’s witnesses group are 

still insisting that there is no hell. Also, “gehenna” means an everlasting unconsciousness and “tartarus” 

is just a myth. And most of the elders in the churches are dealing with those terms. Probably we are 

accompanying with Jehovah’s witnesses group. Am I right? 

Whatever the meaning of “sheol” and “hades” the main point here is what about the one you deal with 

salvation? Do you think they are familiar about the term “sheol and hades?” as far as I know, they can 

understand “hell” and “lake of fire” but for “sheol” and “hades” I don’t think so. I’ve seen lots of tracts 

with more on tagalog verses using “Sheol” and “Hades.” And because of these, you’ll be accountable to 

the Lord soon. 



I discern that Satan is always hindering me to make a lecture in the church so I rather to take it in 

writing. Who do you think among you is being used by Satan to hinder me? I think you can discern who 

is capable of hindering me. And probably you know those men. 


